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The Commission of the European Communi ties; 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Atomic Energy 
. Community, and in particular Articles 77, 78, 79, 81 thereof; 
Having regard to the approval of the Council; 
Whereas Commission of the European Atomic Energy Community Regulation 
No 7 of 18 February 1959 established the implementing procedures for the 
declarations required by Article 78 of the Treaty1 ; 
Whereas Commission of the European Atomic Energy Community Regulation 
No 8 defined the nature and the extent of the requirements referred to 
. . . 2 
in Articl_? 7~ of the Treaty ; 
Whereas, in v.;iew of the increasing quantities of nuclear matr.!rials produced, 
used and carried in the Community and the development of trade in these 
materials, it is essential, in order to ensure the effectiveness of safe-
guards, that the nature and the extent of the requirements referred to in 
Article 79 of the Treaty and laid out in Regulation No 8 referred to above, 
be defined and brought up to date in the light of experience particularly 
with regard to the transportation of1 or commerce in these materials. 
Whereas, moreover, the Kingdom of Belgium, the Kingdom of Denmark, the 
Federal Republic of Germany, Irelan~ the Italian Republic, the Grand 
Duchy of Luxembourg, the Kingdom of the Netherlands and the European 
1o.r No 15, 12 March 1959, P• 298, and communication on the numbering ~~f.' 
EAEC regulations, OJ No 34, 29 May 1959, P• 649 
2 OJ No 34, 29 May 19591 P• 651 
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Atomic Energy Co~ity (Euratom) concluded on 5 April 1973 an agreement 
(hereinafter called "the Agreement") with the International Atomic Energy 
Jl«6ncy in implementation of Arti.cle III ( 1) and (4) of the Treaty on the 
!ron-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons; 
Whereas the Agreement contains a particular undertaki~ entered· into by 
the Community concerning the application of safeguards on source and special 
fissile materials on the territories of the Community Member States which have1 nc 
nuclear weapons of their own and which are parties to the Treaty on the Non-
Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons and, in conjunction with the Community, to 
the Agreement concluded on 5 April 1973 with the International Atomic Energy 
Agency (hereinafter called "the Member States party to the Agreement"); 
Whereas the implementation of this undertaking requires the establishment 
C)f' particular procedures for the application of safeguards on the terri-
1;ories of the Member States party to the Agreement in order to amplify the 
provisions of the aforementioned regulations 7 and 8; 
Whereas, moreover, the procedures foreseen by this AgreemeJ?.t are in 
conformity with those devised in the course of a ver.y wide-ranging 
·-international npgocia.ticm conducted, in view of the provisions of paragraphs 
1 and 4 of' Article III of' the .Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of' Nuclear 
Weapons, with the International Atomic Energy Agency, the result of' which has 
been approved by the Board of Governors. of that organisation, and that 
these procedures are based on the most modern developments in the field 
of safeguards; 
Whereas, accordingly, it is opportune-to define new procedures for the 
application of the provi~ions of Chapter VII of the Treaty; 
Whereas the Community, the United Kingdom and the International Atomic Energy 
Agency have concluded on an Agreement comprising a particular :· 
commitment which concerns the application of safeguards to source and special 
fissile materials on the territor.y of the United Kingdom; 
Whereas it is appropriate to arrange for particular provisions relative to the 
accounting system and the presentation of records concerning ores; 
Whereas,on the territories of the Member States not party to the Agreement, 
some installations or parts thereof as well as certain materials are liable 
I 
• 
.. 
• 
• 
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to be involved in the production cycle for defence needs, therefore it is 
appropriate to specify particular safeguard procedures to take account 
of these circumstances; 
Whereas, for clarity's sake, and particularly to make the respect of 
safeguards regulations easier for those conce~ed, it is appropriate to 
codify these regulations in a single text; 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION 
• 
• 
PART I - 4-
BASIC TECHNICAL-CHARACTERISTICS AND PARTICULAR SAFEGUARD; PROVISIONS 
DECLARATION OF THE TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS 
Article 1 LOx ~ 
1o Any person or undertaking setting up or operating an installation 
for the production, separation or other use·of source materials 
or special fissile materials or for the processing of irradiated 
nuclear fuels shall declare to the Commission the basic technical 
characteristics of the installation~,on the basis of the relevant 
questionnaire given in Annex I of this Regulatlon. 
2 0 Any person or undertaking responsible for the storage of source 
materials or special fi~sile materials shall be subject to the 
provisions of paragraph 1. 
Article 2 [.ex j] · 
-~-
Where the basic technical characteristics of an installation 
have already been communicated to the Commission, the declarations 
specified in Article 1 of this Regulation may be made by reference 
to such earlier communication, provided that ~additional information 
required by the questionnaire referred to in Article 1 of this 
Regulation is supplied w~thin 30 days from the date on which this 
Regulation comes int~ forceo 
The basic technical characteristics of new installations shall 
be declared as laid down in Article 1 of this Regulation at least 
45 days before the first consignment of nuclear material is due to 
be receivedo 
Article 3 LeX !7 
The particular safeguard provision referred to in Article 7 
shall specify those important types of change in the basic technical 
characteristics for which advance notification is requlredo 
.... 5-
An1 other changes in the basic technical characteristics shall 
be communicated to the Commission, together witn the first inventory 
change report made after the modification is complete. 
Article 4 [;x ~. 
On receipt ot' a reasoned request, the Commission may allow 
additional time tor the completion ot' the declarations required 
in the preceding Articles. 
Article ' [;x 3i7 
The provisions ot' Article 1 ot' this Regulation shall not apply 
to persons or undertakings holding only nuclear materials exempted 
t'rom the declaration requirements ot' Article 22 o£ this Regulation • 
.... 
.. 
• 
... 
.. 
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PROGRAMME OF ACTIVITIES 
Article 6 L;x £7 
The persons or undertakings referred to in Article 1 of this 
Regulation shall also communicate to the Commission, for the 
planning of its safeguard activities, the following information 1 
(a) annually, an outline programme of activities drawn up in 
accordance with the particular safeguard provision referred to 
in Article 71 the first communication being made on the basis 
of the guidelines given in Annex IX, at the same time as that 
of the basiQ technical characteristics referred to in Article 1 J 
(b) at least 40 days before beginning the preparation of a physical 
inventory, the programme for such work J. 
(c) at least 40~days before the date for starting to shut do~n 
a batch-loaded reactor for reloading, the programme in respect 
of such shutting down unless otherwise provided in the particular 
safeguard provision referred to in Article 7o 
Any change affecting programmes for the preparation of physical 
inventories or for the shutting down of reactors to reload shall be 
communicated to the Commission without delayo 
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PARTICULAR SAFEGUARD PROVISIONS 
Article 1 [ex 1] 
<Acting on the declarations of basic technical characteristics and 
em the information communicated in pursuance of Article 6 of this Regulation, 
the Comr.lission shall specify in a particular safeguard provision the pro-
cedures by which the persons or undertakings concerned shall meet the re-
quirements in relation to safeguards imposed on them. These procedures shall 
include : 
(a) the designation of the material balance area and the selection of those 
strategic points which are key measurement points for determining the 
flow and stocks of nuclear materials; 
(b) the procedures for keeping records of nuclear materials for each 
material balance area and for dra,dng up reports; 
(c) the frequency of and procedures for drawing up physical inventories for 
accounting purposes as part of safeguard measures; 
(d) containment and surveillance measures, in accordance with the modalities 
agreed upon with the plant operators. 
The particular safeguard provisions shall also lay do\"m the content 
of subsequent communications required under Article 6 of this Regulation as 
well as the conditions requiring advance notification of shipments and 
receipts of nuclear material. 
Article 8 {e~"'- 36} __ 
The particular safeguard provisions referred to in Article 7 shall 
be drawn up by means of an individual decision of the Commission after con-
sultation vdth the person or undertaking concerned and the appropriate 
Member State. 
The person or undertaking affected by any individual decision of the 
Commission will be notified thereof, and a copy of such notification will be 
transmitted to the Member State concerned. 
.. 
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P.ART II 
ACCOUNTING SYSTEM 
Article 9 [;x iJ 
The persons and undertakings referred to in Article 1 of this 
Regulation shall maintain systems of accounting for and control of nuclear 
materials. These systems shall include accounting and operating records 
and, in particular, information on the quantities, nature, form and compo-
sition of these materials in accordance with the requirements of Article 21 
of this Regulation, their actual location, the particular safeguarding 
obligation, and the liay in t1hich the persons or undertakings concerned have 
stated that they intend to use such materials, in accordance Hith their 
own decisions, as well as the shipper or recipient when materials are trans-
ferred. 
The system of measurements on which the records.are based shall 
comply wit_h ~}le most recent in1;ernational standards or shall be equi-
valent in quality to those standardso On the basis of these records 
it must be possible to.establish and justify the communications 
addressed to the Commission in the form and at the intervals laid 
down in Articles 12 to 21 of this Regulationo Records ~1 be retained 
for a period of at least five yearso 
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ACCOUNTING RECORPS 
Article 10 L;x 9) 
The accounting records shall show in respect of each material 
balance area 1 
(a) all inventory changes, so as to permit a determination of the 
book inventory at any time J 
(b) all measurement and counting results that are used for 
determination of the physical inventory 1 
(c) all corrections that have been made in respect of inventory 
changes, book inventories and physical inventorieso 
For all inventory changes and physical inventories the 
accounting records shall show, in respect of·each batch of nuclear 
material, m4terial identification, batch data and source datao 
~ 
These records shall account separately for uranium, thorium and 
plutonium in each batch of nuclear materialo For each inventory 
change~ the date of the inventory change and, when appropriate, 
the dispatching material balance area and the receiving balance 
area or the recipient, shall be indicatedo 
-, 
• 
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OPERATING RECORDS 
.Article 11 {;x 1£7 
The operating recor~shall include, if appropriate, for each 
material balance area 1 
(a) those operating data which are used to establish changes in the 
quantities and composition of the nuclear material J 
(b) the data obtained from the calibration of tanks and instruments 
and from sampling and analysis, the procedures to control the 
quality of measurements and the derived estimates of random and 
systematic error J 
(c) a description of the sequence of actions taken in preparing for, 
and in taking, a physical inventory in order. to ensure that 
it is correct and complete J 
~·. 
(d) a descriptlon of the actions taken in order to ascertai:1 the 
cause and magnitude·of any accidental or unmeasured loss that 
might occur. 
ACCOUNTING AJID SPECIAL REPORTS 
Article 12 LeX 1!7 
The persons and undertakings referred to in Article 1 of this 
Regulation shall provide the Commission with accounting reports and, 
when appropriate, with special reportso 
The accounting reports shall set forth the information available 
on the date of reporting and must be corrected at a later dat~ if 
necessaryo 
On a reasoned request by the Commission, further details or 
explanations in connection with these reports shall be ~upplied 
normally within three weeks of that requesto 
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lui tia.l Invent_o:J;;y:. 
The persons and und.er:takings referred to in Article 1 .shall 
transm:i.t to tho Commission an. ini tia.l book inventory of all nuclear 
materials which for any reason they have in.their. possession, 
within 15 days of the last da.y of the month in which this Regulation 
oomes into force~ This book inventory shall describe the situation 
on the last day of that monthc The form set out in Annex IV to this 
Regulation shall ba used for thts purpooeo 
~· :tnventory C~ange . Report 
For eaoh material balance area, tha persons and undertakings 
referred to in Article 1 shall transmit to the Commission inventory 
ohange repQrt.s in respect of all rmolea.r materials in accordance 
with the speoi1t1e.n set ou.t in Annex II to thie Regulationo 
The reports shall identify tihe materie.ls nnd give batch data 
for each batch thereof, the date of the inventory change and 11 
as appropriate, the dispatching ma.te:r:i .. 9.l balance area and. the 
receiving material balance area or the recipient. 
The reports cOYic8rning trD .. nnfers sh;-1ll also 
indicate for receipts the intended use ani for dispatches tJ:w use mc:xle: of 
• • • ' • • -!- "~ 1 _,_. . lJ- ,, ..,€<,.. ().t.'.ae~><·•.; c•c. d-,f'l·1~'·'C1 the nuclea.r me:f;erH!.ls :tYl iihe re}X)l'"GJ.ng 1.Bf:h1o ... L E .. ul.on. r • ._-.::.._,,,. " 1· ··'·~···"· '"'~ ~"' ~ 
in the :par-ticular safegu.a.rd prov:ision re:fe:r-red to in Article 1, no declaration. 
· ' t -" t f -,_ .. en "'1 • .r.·.roe,~-:r.-~- ·rtl"'.~ ··,ri "'1 b·,] ~····r.r.> ,., ..... ':\;::>.S of use 1s m8JJ.a.a ory 20r r·a11S crs ueG1.·Je, , .... ..~.;. .J.." '·" • •···'-t: -"k "'"··"".-.~.._,~ ..... ~--
of the seJne installwliion. 
These reports showing inve:ntory changes, book inventories and. 
corrections shall be sent as noon as possible and, in any case, 
within 15 dayf":l aft~r the end of th~ month :l.n which the j_nventory 
oha.ngas occur or a.1~e k:n.own~ i:d th.cz- per:tcldica.lly in a. consoJ. idt;.tecl 
1ird; o:: :i.nC..:iv::.0.~~all.;" ]'ul' m ..:;n~~:H> i.n wh.i.ch no i:rwentory ·cha.Y<{:{BfO oocmrp 
the persona o:r undertakings concerned may simply send in the fox·fl 
intended.for the inViHtto:r:y; (;hsugc r.epor·t <n;.rrying, t.he i:ndicr.ttion 
.,,._ 
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that the situation remained unchanged. Small inventory changes, 
such as transfers of samples for purposes of analysis, may be ~rouped, 
as laid down in the particular safeguard provision for the installation 
concerned, in ord.er that they may be reported as a s5.ne le inventory 
change. r. 
Article 15 ~x 1!7 
The reports referred to in Article 14 shall be aoc~mpanied by 
concise notes 1 
(a) explaining the inventory changes on the basis of the operating 
data contained in the operating records provided for in Article 11 
(a) of this Regulation J 
(b) describing as specified in the particular safeguard provision 
referred to in Article 7, the planned operational programme 
for the insta~l~tion concerned and, in· particular, the taking 
of a physical inventoryo If the required information i~ contained 
in documents which already exist, copies of such documonts may 
.. 
take the place of the concise notes. 
lla.terial :Balance Report and Physical Inventory Listing 
Article 16 [;x. 1;;] 
For each material balance area, the persons and undertakings 
referred to in Article 1 shall transmit to the Commission, 
in accordance with the specime.n set out in Annex III to this 
Regulation, material balance reports showing 1 
(a) initial physical inventory ; 
(b) inventory changes (first increases, then decreases) J 
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(o) final book inventory 1 
(d) final physical inventory r 
(e) material unaccounted for. 
A statement o£ the physical inventory,. in accordance with the 
specimen set out in Annex IV to this Regulation, listing all batches 
separately, identifying the materials and giving batch data for each 
batch thereof and the use which tho persons or undertakings 
concerned intend to make of the materials, shall ·be attached to each 
material balance report. 
These reports shall be transmitted as soon as possible and 
in any case within 50 days from the date on which a physical inven-
tory was taken, unless otherwise specified in the particular safeguard 
provision referred to in Article 7o 
-
.Sp_ecial Reports 
Article 17 fex 1§7 
The persons and undertakings referred to in Article 1 shall 
transmit to the Commission a special report whenever the circumstances 
mentioned in Articles 18 and 2.7 ari_seo 
The type of information to be dealt with in such reports shall 
be specified in the particular safeguard provision referred to 
in Artiole 7o 
The special reports and further details or explanations which 
may be requested by the Commission in connection with these reports 
shall be supplied without delay. 
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Article 18 {_ex 3iJ 
A special report must be made without del~: 
(a) if, as a result of any unusual incident or circumstances, it is believed 
that there has been or might be a loss of nuclear material in excess of 
the limits specified tor these purposes in the particular safeguard 
provision referred to in Article 7, or 
(b) if the containment has unexpectedly changed from that specified in the 
particular safeguard provision referred to in Article 7, to a point where 
an unauthorized removal of nuclear material has become possible. 
The above-mentioned obligations shall devolve upon the persons and 
undertakings concerned as soon as they have become aware of any such loss or 
sudden change in the containment conditions, or of anything which leads them 
to believe that there has been such an occurrence. The causes shall also be 
stated as soon as they are knO\·m. 
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Detailed rules ot application 
Article 19 tax 117 
In respect of reactors, the obligations laid dom1 in Articles 10 to 16 
shall apply under the following conditions: 
As tar as nuclear transformations are concerned, calculated data will 
be reported in .the inventory change report at the latest when irradiated fuel 
is transferred from the reactor material balance area. In addition, where 
appropriate, other procedures for recording and reporting nuclear transforma,.;.. 
tiona shall be apecified in the particular safeguard provision referred to 
in Artiole 7. 
Article 20 L8x 227 
-Nuclear materials subject to particular safeguard obligations entered into 
by the Community in an agreement concluded with a non-Member State or an inte~r­
national organisation shall, unless otherldse stipulated by such agreement, 'be 
identified separately for each obligation in the follow·ing notifications: 
(i) initial inventory (Article 13) 
(ii) inventory change reports, but excluding book inventories (Article 14) 
(iii) physical inventory listings (Article 16), and 
(iv) intended imports and exports (Articles 24 and 25). 
Unless specifically prohibited in the agreement referred to above, such separatio~ 
shall not preclude the physical mixing of materials. 
This Article shall not apply to the Agreement or to any other agreement 
concluded by the Community and a Member State with the International Atomic 
Energy Agency. 
Article 21 L8x 3iJ 
{a) In &01 notification referred to in this Regulation, quantities of 
source materials shall be expressed in kilogrammes and quanti ties of 
special fissile materials in grammes. 
(b) The corresponding materials accounting records shall be kept in 
the units referred to in (a) of this Article or in smalle::- units. They 
- 16- ' 
. DEROGATIONS AND EXEMPTIONS 
Article 22 {ex 3Q/ · 
{a) In order to take account of any particular circumstances in which 
safeguarded materials are used or produced, the Commission may, in the 
particular safeguard provision referred to in Article 7, grant producers 
and users of nuclear materials a derogation from the rules governing the 
form and frequency of notification provided for in this Regulation. 
The Commission may so decide especially in the case of installations 
holding only small quantities which are kept in the same state for long 
periodo. 
(b) At the request of the persons or undertakings concerned in accordance 
with the form set out in Annex VIII to this Regulation, the Commission may 
exempt the following.materials from declaration, provided that they are 
not processe«or stored together with non-exempted nuclear materialsl 
!'i 
- special fissile materials which are used in quantities of a gramme or 
less as sensitive components in instrumentsJ 
-plutonium with an isotopic concentration of plutonium-238 in e~cess of 
Bo%; 
-nuclear materials which are used exclusively in non-nuclear activities. 
If the conditions for exemption cease to be fulfilled, the exemption 
shall be rescinded. The person or undertaking concerned shall inform the 
Commission in accordance with the form set out in Annex VIIIa that the 
conditions for exemption no longer exist. 
Article 23 {ex 3!] 
This Regulation shall not apply to·holders of finished products used 
for non-nuclear purposes which incorporate nuclear materials that arc virtuaJ~y 
irrecoverable. 
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shall be kept in such a manner as to render ~!lem trustl'1orthy and, in 
particular, to comply with current practices in the Jiembc,.. States. 
(c) In the notifications provided for above, quantities may be rourided 
down to the nearest unit for decimals 0 to 4 and rounded up for decimals 
5 to 9· 
(d) Unless otherwise provided in the particular safeguard provision 
referred to in Article 7, 
(i) notifications shall indicate the total weight of the elements 
contained: uranium, thorium or plutonium and also, for enriched 
uranium, the total weight of the fissile isotopes. The isotopic 
composition of plutonium, if recorded at the install~tion for 
operational needs, shall be made available to the Commission on 
request, 
(ii) sep~ate line entries in inventory change reports and in physical 
:I 
inventor.y listings and separate material balance reports must be 
used for the following categories of nuclear material: 
- depleted uranium 
-natural uranium 
--uranium enriched up to 2c$ 
-uranium enriched above 2~ 
- plutonium 
-thorium. 
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PART III 
TRANSFERS : IMPORTS-EXPORTS 
Article 24 f8x 1§7 
(a) The persons and undertakings referred to in Article I which export 
source or special fissile materials to a non-Member State shall give ad-
vance notification to the Commission of every such e:A.'J)ort. Simil~ly, 
advance notification shall be given to the Commission 
- in the case of any such export from a 1·1ember State party to the AgTeement 
· to a Member State not party to the Agreement, and 
-in the case of any such export from the Unj. ted Kingdom to a Member 
state party to _the Agreement. 
However, advance notification is required only: 
( i) whe:tb the consignment exceeds one effective ki lograute 1 
~ 
(ii) where the particular safeguard provision referred to in 
Article 1 so specifies, in the case of installations habitually 
transferring large total quantities of materials to the same 
State, even though no single consignment exceeds one effective 
kilogramme. 
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(b) Such notification shall be given after the conclusion of the 
contractual arrangements leading to the transfer and in any case in 
time to reach the Commission eight working days before the material 
is to be prepared for shipment. 
(c) Such notification shall be given in accordance with the form set 
out in Annex V to this Regulation and shall state, inter alia, 
- the identification and, if possible, the expected quantity to be 
transferred, and the material balance area from which it will comeJ 
- the State to which the nuclear material is to be sentJ 
- the dates on and locations at which the nuclear material will be 
prepared for shipment; 
- the approximate dates of dispatch and a~ival of t~e nuclear material, 
.... 
- the use )l'hi ch the persons or undertakings concerned had made 
~ 
of the nuclear material. 
(d) If so required for reasons of physical protection, special 
arrangements concerning the form and transmission of such notifi"cation 
may be agreed upon with the Commission. 
• 
,· 
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Article 25 Lex 127 
(a) The persons and undertakings referred to in Article l which import 
source or special fissile materials from a non-Member State shall give ad-
vance notification to the Commission of every such import. Similarly, ad-
vance notification· shall be given to the Commission 
in the case of a:ny such import into a l·iember state party to the Agreement 
from a Member State not party to the Agreement, and 
in the case of a:ny such importl into the United Kingdom from a Member State 
party to the Agreement. 
However, advance notification is required only: 
{i) where the consignment exceeds one effective kilogramme; 
{ii) or where the particular safeguard provision referred to in 
Article 7 so specifies, in the case of installations to which 
... ~ 
large jotal quantities of materials are habitually transferred 
from the same State, even though no single consignment exceeds 
one effective kilogramme. 
(b) Such notification shall be given as far in advance as possible 
of the expected arrival of the nuclear material :~J, in any case, on 
the ~ate of receipt arid in time to reach the Commission five working 
days before the material is unpacked. 
{o) Such notification shall be given in accordance with the form set 
out in Annex VI to this Regulation and shall state, inter alia: 
(d) 
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-the identification and, if possible, the expe.ctPd quar~tity and compositioH 
of the material; 
- the expected date of arrival, the location \.;here and the date on l'thich 
the nuclear material is expected to be unpacked. 
If so required for reasons of physical pro~ection, special arrangemcnt.B 
concerning the form and transmission of such notification may l:.e agreed u~on 
with the Commis.sion. 
Article 26 Gx 20] 
When persons or undertakings not subject to Article 1, decide to export 
or import nuclear materials referred to in Articles 24 w..d. 25, these persons 
or undertakings a.re required to make the notifications foreseen in Articles 24 
and 25. 
Article 27 (ex 21) 
A speci~l J:eport as provided for in Article ·17 of this Regulation sh2.ll 
be prepared by the persons or undertakings covered by Articles 24, 25 and 
26 if, following exceptional circumstances or an incident, the;r have received 
information that nuclear materials have been or appear to be lost, particu-
larly when there has been a considerable delay during transfer. 
Article 28 (ex 22) 
• 
~ change of date in the preparation for shipm~nt, in the shipment or 
in the unpacking of nuclear materials with respect to the dates given in the 
notifications provided for in Articles 24 and 25 of this Regulation, but not 
a change that gives r~se to special reports, shall be communicated without 
delay, with an indication of the revised dates, if known. 
.. 
.. 
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PART IV 
SPECIFIC PROVISIONS 
ORE PRODUCERS 
Article 29 J;x 2j} 
Any person or undertaking extracting ores on the territory of a Member State 
shall keep accounting records thereof. These records must indicate, in par-
ticular, the tonnage and average uranium and thorium content of the ore 
erlraoted and of the stock at the mine, and proof of shipment, stating the 
date, consignee, and quantity. Such records shall be kept for at least five 
7ears. 
. Article 30 £ex 2y 
No later than the end of January each year, producers of ores shall inform 
the Commission, in accordance with the form set out in Annex VII to this 
Regulation, of the amount of material dispatched from each mine during the_ 
previous yaar. 
Article 31 J;x 2£ 
Any person or undertaking exporting ores to non-Member States shall inform 
the Commission thereof, in accordance with the form set out in Annex VII, 
on ·the actual date of·dispatch. 
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CARRIERS 
------Article 32 J.ex 2§7 
Any person or undertaking engaged, within the territories of the Member States, 
in carrying or temporarily storing source or special fissile materials during 
shipment may accept them or hand them over only against a duly signed and 
dated receipt. This shall state the names of the parties handing over and 
receiving the materials and the quantities carried, together with the nature, 
form and composition of the materials. 
If so required for reasons of physical protection, the specification of 
the materials transferred may be replaced by a suitable identification of 
the consignment. Such identification shall be traceable to records held by 
the persons and undertakings referred to in Article 1 and showing the 
specification mentioned. 
Such documents shall be kept by the contracting parties for at least one 
year. 
~ticle 33 .[Cx 2J7 
Documents and papers already held and compiled by persons or undertakings 
in accordance with existing regulations which apply to them on the territory 
of the Member States in which they operate may take the place of the records 
and receipts provided for in Article 32, provided that such documents and papers 
contain all the required information. 
INTERMEDIARms 
Article 34 £ex 2§} 
Evory intermediary whatsoever, in particular authorized agents, brokers, 
commission or business agents, taking part in the conclusion of any contract 
for the supply of nuclear materials shall keep all documents relating to the 
~ransactions performed by him or on his behalf on records for at least one* ~ 
year after the expiry of the contract. Such documents shall mention the names 
of the contracting parties, the date of the contract, the quantity, nature, 
form and composition together with the origin and destination of the-
materials. 
.. 
PART V 
SPECIFIC PROVISIONS APPLICABlE IN THE TERRITORIES 
OF MEMBER STATES WHICH ARE NUClEAR WEAPON STATES 
Article 35 .§x 3iJ 
1. The provisions of this Regulation shall not apply 
(a) to installations or parts of installations which have been 
assigned to meet defence requirements and which are situated 
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on the territory of a Member State not party to the Agreement; or 
(b) to nuclear materials Which have been assigned to meet defence 
requirements by suCh a Member State. 
2. For nuclear materials, installations or parts of installations which 
are liable to be assigned to meet defence requirements and which are 
situated on the territories of Member States not party to the Agreement, 
the· extent of the application of this Regulation and the procedures under 
it shall b&defined by the Commission in consultation and in agreement 
with the Mex1.ber State concerned, taking into account the pr•>visions of 
article 84, second paragraph, of the Trea.ty. 
3. It is understood in any event that 
(a) the provisions of articles 1 to 4, 7 and 8 shall apply to installations 
or .parts of inst~llations which at certain times are operated 
exclusively with nuclear materials liable to be assigned to meet 
defence requirements but at other times are operated exclusively 
with civil nuclear materialsf 
·(b) the provisions of articles 1 to 4, 7 and 8 shall apply, vri.th 
exceptions for reasons of national security, to installations or 
parts of installations to l-rhich access could be restricted for 
such reasons but which produce, treat, separate, reprocess or use 
in any other uay simultaneously both civil nuclear materials -~:l.d. 
nuclear materials assigned or liable to be assigned to meet 
(c) 
defence require~ents; 
6 
the provisions of articles~ and 9 to 37 shall apply in relation 
to all civil nuclear materials situated in in~tallati~ns or parts 
of installations as referred to in sub-paragraphs (a) and (b) 
.. above. 
., 
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PART VI 
FINAL PROVISION 
===:::=======::::::::::::: 
DEFINITIONS 
Article 36 {;x !] 
For the purposes of this Regulation 
(a) "Agreement" means the Agreement concluded on 5 April 1973 between 
the Kingdom of Belgium, the Kingdom of Denmark, the Federal Republic 
of Germany, Ireland, the Italian Republic, the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg, 
the Kingdom of the Netherlands and the European Atomic Energy Community 
(Euratom) with the International Atomic Energy Agency, in implementation 
of paragraphs 1 and 4 of Article III of the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation 
of Nuclear Weapons. 
:i {b) "l•lember State party to the Agreement" means the Kingdom of Belgium, the 
Kingdom of Denmark, the Federal Republic of Cermany, Ireland, the Italian 
Republic, the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg or the Kingdom of the Netherlands. 
(c) "Member State not party to the Agreement" means France or the United King-
dom. 
(d) "Non-l·Iember State" means any State which is not a member of the European 
Atomic Energy Community. 
(e) "Special fissile materials" means plutonium-239; uranium-233; uranium 
enriched in uranium-235 or uranium-233, and any substance cont-ainir.g one or 
more of the foregoing isotopes and such other fissile materials as rray be 
specified by the Council, acting by a qualified majority on a proposal from 
the Commission; the expression "special fissile materials" does not, however, 
include source materials. 
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(f) "Uranium enriched in uranium-235 or uranium-233" means uranium 
containing uranium-235 or uranium-233 or both in an amount 
£Inch that the abundance ratio of the sum of these isotopes to 
i~otope 238 is greater than the ratio of isotope 235 to isotope 238 
occ,;_rring in nature. "Enrichment" means the ratio of the combined 
~Ieight of uranium-233 and uranium-235 to. the total weight of the 
uranium under consideration. 
(g) "Source materials" means uranium containing the mixture of isotopes 
occurring in nature; uranium whose content in uranium-235 is less 
than the normal; thorium; any of the foregoing in the form of metal, 
alloy; chemical compound or concentrate; any other substance contain-
ing one or more of the foregoing in such a concentration as shall be 
specified by the Council, acting by a qualified majority on a proposal 
from the Commission, and any other material which the Council may 
determine, acting by a qualified majority on a proposal ftrom the 
Commission. The words "source materials" shall not.be taken to include 
ores. or-··ore waste. 
.. 
\ 
• 
(h) "Ores" means a:n;r ore containing, in such average concentration 
as shall be specified by the Council acting by a qualified majority 
on a proposal from the Commission, substances from which the source 
materials defined above may be obtained by the appropriate chemical 
and physical processing. 
(i) "Nuclear materials" means a:n;r ore, source and special fissile material 
as defined in paragraphs (e), (f), (g) and (h) above. 
(j) "Nature" of a material means natural uranium, depleted uranium, 
uranium enriched in uranium-235 or uranium-233, thorium or plutonium, 
depending on the case. 
{k) "Batch" means a portion of nuclear material handled as a unit for 
accounting purposes at a key measurement point and for which 
the composition and quantity are defined by a single set of 
specifications or measurements. The nuclear material may be in 
bulk form or contained in a number of identifiable items. 
(1) "Batch data" means the total weight of each element of nuclear 
material and, in the case of plutonium and uranium, the isotopic 
composition when appropriate. For reporting purposes the weights 
of individual items in the batch shall be added together before 
rounding to the nearest unit. 
(m) "Book inventory'' of a material balance area means the algebraic 
sum of the most recent physical inventory of that material balance 
area and of all inventory changes that have occurred since· that 
physical inventory was taken. 
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(n) "Correction" means an entry in an accounting record or a report 
to rectify an identified mistake or to reflect an improved 
measurement of a quantity previously entered into the record or 
report. Each correction must identify the entry to which it 
pertains. 
(o) "Effective kilogram" means a special unit used in safeguarding 
nuclear material. The quantity in effective kilograms is 
obtained by taking: 
(i) for plutonium, its weight in kilograms; 
(ii) for uranium with an enrichment of 0.01 (1%) and above, 
its weight in kilograms multiplied by the square of its 
enrichment; 
(iii) for uranium with an enrichment below 0~01 {1%) and ab>ve 
0.005 (0.5%), its weight in kilograms multiplied by 0.0001, and 
(iv) for depleted uranium with an enrichment of 0.005 {0.5%) or below, 
and for thorium, its weight in kilograms multiplied by 0.00005. 
• 
( p) "Inventory change" taeu.na an UlCrca.se or decrease, in terms 
of b:.ttches, of nuclear material in a material balance area. 
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(q) "Key measurement point" means location where nuclear material 
appears in such a form that it may be measured to determine 
material flow or inventory. Key measurement points thus include, 
but are not limited to,- inputs and outputs (including measured discards) 
and storages in material balance areas. 
(r) "Material balance area" means an area such that : 
(i) the quantity of nuclear material in each transfer into or out 
of each material balance area can be determined; 
and 
{ii) the physical inventory of nuclear material in each material 
balance area can be determined when necessary in accordance 
with specified procedures, 
in order that the material balance may be established. 
( 8 ) "l~a.terial unaccounted for" means the difference between 
physical inventory and book inventory. 
( t) "Physical inventoi·y"mea.ns the swn of all the measured or derived 
estimates of batch quantities of nuclear material on hand at a given 
time within a material balance area, obtained in accordance t-d th specified 
procedures. 
{u) "Shipper/receiver difference" means the difference between the quantity 
of nuclear matez·ial in a batch as stated by the shipping material 
balance area and as measured <:d the receiYing material balance are::.;.. 
(v) "Source data" means those data,:record.ed. during moasu.rement or . ..;alibrat:,;n 
or used to derive empirical rclationships 9 ·which identify nu~:1 ~~~:r ;;;:, ;..er: c:.l 
and provide batch data~ Sotu·ce dat(l. ma.y include, for ex:eJDpl t-, veight of 
gravi typ element concentration, isotopic r<.'l.iios, J.'e 1.::•.4, i.m.,~hip :;;·t\~ .:en 
volume and. J;-Janometer readings a,nd relationship l;; ~v;ec ··· pJ.utonili''· r,rur~ucec1 
and po.,.rer generatcclc 
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(w) "Strategic point" means a location selected during examination of 
design information where, under normal conditions and \'lhen combined 
'I'Tith the information from all "strategic points" taken together, 
the information neqessary and sufficient for the implementation of 
safeguards measures under the Agreement is obtained and verified; 
a "strategic point" may include any location where key measurements 
related to material balance accountancy are made and where containment 
and surveillance measures are executed. 
.. 
• 
.. 
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' INSTALLATIONS CONTROLLED FROM OUTSIDE THE COMMUNITY 
Article 37 ~ex 35_7 
Where an installation is controlled by a person or undertaking 
established outside the Community, any obligations imposed by this 
Regulation shall devolve upon the local management of the installation. 
ANNEXES 
Article 38 ~ex 38_7 
The Annexes to this Regulation form an integral part thereof. 
The Commission m~ make minor technical adjustments thereto. 
REPEAL 
Article 39 ~ex 39_7 
This Regulation shall enter into force 15 d~ after its publication 
in the Official Journal of the European Communities. 
Without prejudice to Article 40, Regulations Nos 7 and 8 of 
the Commission of the European Atomic Energy Communi+.y are hereby repealed. 
Article 40 ~ex 40_7 
Articles 9 to 16, 19 and 21 of this Regulation shall apply as from 
the adoption of the particular safeguard provisions referred to in Article 7• 
Until the adoption of those provisions, Articles 2, 5, 7, 8 and 10 
of the abovementioned Regulation No 8 shall continue to apply. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly 
applicable in all Member States. 
Done at 
For the Counci 1 
The President 
• 
• 
ANNEX: I 
,SUE~:~-:;_OHNAIRE FOR THE DECLARATION OF Tli"E BASIC TECIDUCAL 
CHARACTERISTICS <F THE INSTALLATIONS 
A. REACTORS 
Date •••••••••••••••• 
IDE1f.PIFICATION OF THE INSTALLATION 
1. name 
2. Location, exact address with telephone and telex numbers 
3. Otmer (legally responsible body or individual) 
4• Operator (legally responsible body or individual) 
5· Present status (in force or expected date of entry into force) 
6. Purpose and type of installation 
7. Cperating mode of installation influencing its throughput (shift system 
adopted, approximate dates of operating periods in year, etc.) 
8. Layout of installation site. !<Tap sho1·ling perimeters and premises of 
the installation in the form of a site layout; buildings, roads, rivers, 
raihvays, etc. 
N.B. 1) Pursuant to Article 79 of the Treaty, those subject to safeguards 
requirements shall notify the authorities of the Member State concerned 
of any communications they make to the Commission pursuant to .P.rt.icle 78,. 
2) The reply "not applicable" can be given to questions Hhich are not 
applicable. The Commission is still entitled to request any additional 
information it considers necessary in connection with the relevant 
questionnaire (or specimen). 
This questionnaire, duly completed and signed, should be forv1arded to the 
Commission of the European Communities, Euratom Safeguards Directorate, 
"JE:an Monnet" building, Kirchberg, LUXE1·ffiOlJRG (Grand Duchy of Luxembourg). 
• 
2. 
(a) struc- ~:,ral containment, fences and access routes; 
{"b) incoming material storage area; 
(c) reactor area; 
(d) ·f .. st and experiment area, laboratories; 
(e) outgoing material storage area; 
(f) nuclear material-waste disposal. 
to. Additional main installation data; 
ANNEX I 
(a) rated thermal output per reactor for continuous operation; 
(b) source and special fissionable material; 
(c) initial core enrichments; 
(d) moderator 
(e) coolant 
GENERAL ARRANGEl'ilENT OF T_Fn:_; INSTALLATION INCLUDING FEA'IURES RELATING 'IO MATERIAL 
ACCOUNTANCY, CONTAINlxiENT AND SURVEILLANCE 
Description of Nuclear Material (*) 
11. Fuel element and/or assembly outline dra,.ling in sufficient detail to 
indicate general structure with overall dimensions. (Element is 
the smallest contained fuel unit; assembly is the combination of elements 
to a handling unit such as cluster or bundle. Provisions for element 
exchange should be shown if applicable and indication given if this.is 
a routine operation). 
12. Fuel material (including material in control or shim assemblies if 
applicable) : 
(a) chemical composition or major alloy constituents; 
(b) average enrichment per assembly; 
(c) nominal weight of fuel material per assembly with design tolerances. 
(*) Items 11-14 are to be answered for each type of assembly in the installation. 
Terminology consistent with 11 should be used. 
3. ANNEX I 
13. Cladding material 
l4e Method of identifying individual fuel elements and/or assemblies if 
applicable. 
15. Other nuclear material used in the installation (state briefly material~~ 
purpose and w~ of using material, e.g. booster rods). 
Flow of Nuclear Material 
16. Flowsheet showing points where nuclear material is identified or measured, 
material balance areas and inventory locations used for material balance 
accountancy and estimated range of inventories of nuclear material in 
these areas under normal operating conditions. 
17. Expected nominal fuel cycle data including (as applicable) 
(a) reactor core loading; 
(b) expected burn-up; 
(c) annual refuelling amount; 
(d) refuelling interval (on-load or off-load); 
(P.) approximate forecast of throughput and inventory and of receipts 
and shipments •. 
Handling of Nuclear Material 
18. Layout and general arrangement drawings of fresh fuel storage, and 
description of packaging. 
19. Layout and general arrangement drawings of fresh fuel preparation and/or 
ass~ room and reactor loading area. 
20. General arrangement drawings of fuel transfer equipment for fresh non-
, 
irradiated fuel, including refuelling machines or equipment. 
21. General arrangPJD.ent dra~·dng of reactor vessel, location of core and 
openings in vessel, method of fuel handling in vessel. 
22. Sketch of core showing the general disposition, lattice, form, pitch 
and dimensions of core, reflector, location, shapes and dimensions of 
control elements, e~perimental and/or irradiation pos~~ions. 
I 
• 
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23. Number and size of chann~ls for fuel elements or assemblies and for 
control elements in the core. 
24. Spent fuel storage: 
(a) general arrangement drawings of storage site; 
(b) method of storage; 
(c) design capacity of storage; 
(d) equipment _for handling irradiated fuel; 
{e) minimum cooling time before shipment of irradiated fuel; 
(f) drawing and description of shipping cask for irradiated fuel 
(as required to explore the possibility of sealing). 
25. Nuclear material testing area (if applicable) 
(a) brief description of the nature of the activities performed; 
(b) description of major equipment (e.g. hot cell, fuel element 
decladding and dissolution equipment); 
(c) description of shipping containers for nuclear material and packaging 
of waste and scrap (as required to explore the possibility of sealing)";, 
(d) storage of unirradiated and irradiated nuclear material; 
(e) l~out and general arrangement drawings for the above, if not covered 
elsewhere. 
Coolant Data 
26. Coolant flow diagrams as required for heat balance calculations 
(indicating pressure, temperatures and mass flow rates at major points). 
NUCLEAR MATERIAL ACCOUNTANCY AND CONTROL 
Accounta~cy System 
27. Nuclear material control and accountancy system (describe item and/or 
mass accountancy system, including relevant ass~ measurement methods used 
with assessed accuracies, supplying specimen blank forms used in all control 
and accountancy procedures). Length of preservation of such records should 
be stated. 
Physical Inventory 
28. Description of procedures, scheduled frequency, methods of operator's 
inventory taking (both for item and/or mass accountancy including main 
ass~ methods), expected accuracy; access to nuclear material in ihe core 
and to irradd.ated nuclear material outside the core, expected radiation 
levels. 
ANNEX I 
OTHER INFORMATION RELEVANT TO APPLICATION OF SAFEGUARDS 
29. Organisation of material accountancy and control. 
30. Information on the health and safety rules which have to be observed and 
with which the inspectors must comply at the installation. 
6. ANNEX I 
B. CRITICAL (AND ZERO ENERGY) INSTALLATIONS 
Date ••••••••••••••••••••• 
IDENTIFICATION OF THE INSTALLATION 
1. Name 
2. Location, exact address with telephone and telex numbers 
3. Owner (legally responsible bo~ or individual) 
4. Operator (legally responsible bo~ or individual) 
5. Present status (in force or expected date of entry into force) 
6. Purpose and type of installation 
7. Operating mode of installation influencing its throughput. (Shift system 
adopted, approximate dat.es of operating periods in year etc.) 
8. L~out of installation·site. Map showing perimeters and premises of 
the installation in the form of site l~out; buildings, roads, rivers, 
railw~s, etc. 
9· L~out of installation 
(a) structural containment, fences and access routes; 
(b) nuclear material storage area(s); 
(c) fuel element assembling area, laboratories, etc.; 
(d) critical assembly proper (*) 
10. Additional main installation data (*) 
(a) maximum expected operating power and/or neutron flux; 
(b) main type(s) of nuclear material and enrichment; 
(c) moderator; 
(d) reflector, blan?et; 
(e) coolant. 
GENERAL ARRANGEfilE:NT OF THE INSTALLATION INCLUDING FEA'IURES RELATING To MATERIAL 
ACCOUNTING CONTAINMENT AND SURVEILLANCE 
Description of Nuclear Material 
11 •. Description by means of drat·rings or otherwise of all nuclear material 
in installation showing: 
(a) all types of units including normal handling units; 
(b) chemical composition or main alloy constituents; 
(*) To be provided for each critical assembly if more than one in the installation. 
. ANNEX I 
(c) form and dimensions; 
(d) enrichment; 
(e) nominal weight of nuclear material with design tolerances; 
(f) cladding material; and 
(g) method(s) of identifying units. 
Location and Handling of Nuclear Material 
12. Description by means of la;yout and general arrangement drawings or 
otherwise of : 
(a) nuclear material storage and assembly areas and critical assembly(ies) 
proper (inventory locations); 
(b) the estimated range of inventories of nuclear material in these 
locations; 
(c) the physical arrangement of equipment used for assembling, testing 
and measuring nuclear material; and 
(d) the routes of nuclear material. 
13. Sketch of critical assembly core showing core support structure, 
shielding and heat removal arrangements l-li th description (to be provided 
for each critical assembly if more than one in the installation). 
NUCLEAR MATERIAL ACCOUNT.AllCY AND CONTROL 
Accountancy System 
14. Description of the nuclear material control and accountancy system 
(describe item and/or mass accountancy system, including main assa;y 
methods used with assessed accuracies), supplying specimen blank forms 
used in all control and accountancy procedures. Length of preservation 
of such records should be stated. 
Physical Inventory 
."":' .. 
15. Description of procedures, scheduled frequency, methods.of operator's 
inventory taking (both for item and/or mass accountancy including main 
assay methods), expected accuracy;: access to nuclear material in the core 
and to irradiated nuclear material outside the core, expected radiation levels. 
8. Al1NEX I 
OTHER INFORMATION RELEVANT TO APPLICATION OF SAFEGUARDS 
16. Organisation of material accountancy and control. 
17. Information on the health and safety rules which have to be observed 
and with which the inspectors must comply at the installation. 
ANNEX I 
C. CONVERSION, FABRICATION AND REPROCESSING PLAN'IS 
Date of information •••••••••••• 
IDENTIFICATION OF THE INSTALLATION 
1. Name 
2. Location, exact address with telephone and telex numbers 
3. Olmer (legally responsible "body or individual) 
4. Operator (legally responsible body or individual) 
5. Present status (in force or expected date of entry into force) 
6. Purpose and type of installation 
7. Operating mode of installation influencing its throughput. (Shift system 
adopted, approximate dates of operating times in year, etc.) 
8. Layout of installation site. Map shm·ling perimeters and premises of 
the installation in the form of a site layout; buildings, roads, rivers, 
railways, etc. 
9· Layout of installation : 
(a) structural containment, fence::, and access routes; 
(b) routes follm1ed b,y nuclear material; 
(c) incoming nuclear material storage; 
(d) each main processing area and process laboratory; 
(e) test or experimental areas 
(f) outgoing nuclear material storage; 
(g) v1aste disposal facilities 
(h) analytical laboratory. 
GENERAL ARRANGEI•IEI-l"T OF THE INSTALLATION" INCLUDING FEA'IURES RELATING TO 
MATERIAL ACCOUNTANCY, CONTAI~iT AND SURVEILLANCE 
Flm-1, Location and Handling of Nuclear Material 
10. Flo~·mheet showing points where nuclear material is identified or measured, 
material balance areas and inventory locations used for material balance 
.accountancy and estimated range of inventories of nuclear material in these 
areas under normal operating conditions. The description should include 
(if applicable) : 
10. 
(a) batch size or flow rate; 
(b) method of storage or packing; 
(c) storage capacity; 
ANNEX I 
(d) general forecasts of throughput and inventory and of receipts 
and shipnents • 
. 11. In addition to 10 above, feed storage areas for reprocessing plants 
should be described by a general arrangement drawing showing -
(a) locations for fuel elements and handling equipment; 
(b) type of fuel elements including nuclear material content and 
enrichment. 
12. In addition to 10 above, the description of the recycle stage of 
the process should include if available : 
(a) duration of temporary storage; 
(b) schedules for external recycling (if applicable). 
13. In addition to 10 above, the description of the discard stage of 
the process should include : 
(a) thed.iscard method (dispoEal or storage). 
14. Under equilibrium conditions for each flowsheet referred to in paragraphs 
10 and 16 and assuming the modes of operation in paragraph 7, state : 
(a) the nominal throughput per year; 
(b) the in-process inventory based on design capacity 
15. Describe the normal procedures adopted for complete or partial clean-out 
of the plant. Include description of special sampling and measurement 
points associated with the clean-out procedure and subsequent physical 
inventory taking, if not described in 10 above. 
Description of Nuclear Material 
16. Describe, by means of flowsheets or otherwise, the estimated flow and 
inventory of ali nuclear material for storage and process areas;· 
The description should include : 
(a) physical and chemical form; 
(b) content range or expected upper limits for each category of solid or 
liquid discard material; 
(c) enrichment range. 
11. ANNEX I 
NUCLEAR MATERIAL ACCOUNTANCY AND CONTROL 
Accounting System 
17. Description of the accountancy system used to record and report 
accountancy data and establish material balances, supplying specimen 
forms used in all procedures! Length of preservation of such records 
should be stated. 
18. Indicate when and how often material balances are made, including any 
during campaigns. Describe method and procedure for adjustment of · 
accounts after plant inventory taking. 
19. Describe procedure for handling shipper/receiver differences and method 
of adjustment of accounts. 
20. Describe procedure for making corrections to accounts due to procedural 
or clerical mistakes and the effect on shipper/receiver differences, if 
applicable. 
Physical Inventory 
21. Reference is made to paragraph 15. Identify the items of equipnent on 
the flowsheets of paragraphs 10 and 16 to be regarded as containers for 
nuclear material under physical inventory conditions. State the timing 
of physical inventt1ry taking: during the campaign. 
Methods for Measurement, Samplins and Analysis 
22.. Method of establishing each measurement at the point indicated should be 
described; equations or tables used and calculations made to determine 
actual quanti ties of vleights or volumes should be identified. Recording 
of data automatically or manually should be stated. Method of and practical 
procedures for sampling for each point indicated should be described. 
23. Analytical methods used for accountancy purposes :Should be described. 
Reference to a manual or report would be suitable. 
12. ANNEX I 
Control of Measurement Accuracy 
24. Describe measurement quality control programme relevant for material 
accounting including programmes (together with accuracy values) for 
the continuing appraisal of analytical, weight, volume and sampling 
precisions and biases, and for the calibration of associated equipment; 
method of calibrating the measuring equipnent referred to in paragraph 23; 
type and quality of standards used for analytical methods referred to in 
paragraph 23; type of analytical equipment used, method of calibration and 
frequency. 
Statistical Evaluation 
25. Describe methods of statistical evaluation of data accumulated in measurement 
control programmes for the evaluation of precision and accuracy of 
measurements and the estimation of measurement uncertainty (i.e. determination 
of the random and systematic errors of the measurements and the associated 
limits of error; statistical procedures used to combine individual 
measurement error estimates to obtain the overall limits of error for S/R 
differences, the book inventory, the physical inventory and MUF). 
OTHER INFORrMTION RELEVANT TO APPLICAriON OF SAFEGUARDS 
26. Organisation of material accountancy and control. 
27. Information on the health and safety rules which have to be observed and 
with which the inspectors must comply at the installation. 
13. ANNEX I 
D. S'IQRAGE INSTALLATIONS ( *) 
Date ••••••••••••••••••••• 
II>ENTIFICATION OF THE INSTALLATION 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4· 
5· 
6. 
7. 
Name 
Location, exact address with telephone and telex numbers 
Owner (legally responsible bo~ or individual) 
Operator (legally responsible bo~ or individual) 
Present status 
Purpose and type of installation 
Layout of installation. 
if appropriate. 
Structural containment, fences and access routes, 
GENERAL ARRANGEMENT OF THE INSTALLATION INCLUDING FEATURES RELATING TO MATERIAL 
AC:COUNTANCY, CONTAlllMENT AND SURVEILLANCE 
Description of Nuclear Material 
8. Description by means of drawings or otherwise of all nuclear material 
in installation showing : 
(a) all types of units including normal handling units; 
(b) chemical composition or main alloy constitur~nts;. 
(c) form and dimensions; 
(d) enrichment; 
(e) nominal weight of nuclear material with design tolerances; 
(f) cladding materials; and. 
(g) methods of identifying units 
-":~ (*) separate installations not normally associated with enr1chment, conversion, 
fabrication, reactors, and chemical reprocessing and recovery installations. 
14. ANNEX I 
Locations and handling of Nuclear Material 
9· Description by means of layout and general arrangement drawings or 
otherwise of : 
(a) nuclear material storage areas (inventory locations); 
(b) the estimated range of inventories of nuclear material in 
these locations; 
(c) nuclear material storage and/or shipping containers; 
(d) the routes and equipment used for movement of nuclear material, 
if applicable. 
NUCLEAR MATERIAL ACCOUNTANCY AND CONTROL 
Accountancy System 
10. Description of the nuclear material control and accountancy system 
(describe item and/or mass accountancy system, including main assay 
methods used with assessed accuracies), supplying specimen blank forms 
used in all control and accountancy procedures. 
Physical InventorY 
11. Description of procedures, scheduled frequency, me.thods of operator's 
inventory taking (both for item and/or mass accountancy including main 
assay methods), and expected accuracy. 
OTHER INFOill-MTION RELEVANT TO APPLICATION OF SAFEGUARDS 
12. Organisation of material accountancy and control. 
13. Information on the health and safety rules which have to be observed and 
with which the inspectors must comply at the installation. 
15. ANNEX I 
E. ISO'IOPE SEPARATION PLANTS -
Date of info:"mation •••••••••••••••••••• 
IDENTIFICATION OF THE INSTALLATION 
1. Name 
2. Location, exact address with telephone and telex numbers 
3. Owner (legally responsible bo~ or individual) 
4. Operator (legally responsible bo~ or individual) 
5· Present status 
6. Building schedule (if installation not in operation) 
(a) date building starts 
(b) date of installation acceptance 
(c) commissioning date 
7. Purpose and type of installation (nominal separation capacity, 
enrj.chment facilities, etc.) 
8. Operating mode of installation influencing its throughput. (Shift system 
adopted, approximate dates of operating times in year, etc.l 
L~out of installation site. Map showing perimeters and premises of 
the installation in the form of a site l~out; buildings, roads, rivers, 
raihr~s, etc. 
10. L~out of installation 
(a) structural contai1~ent, fences and access routes; 
(b) containment of certain parts of the installation; 
(c) routes followed b,y nuclear material; 
(d) incoming nuclear material storage; 
{e) each main processing area and process laboratory, including weighing 
and sampling area, decontamination, purification and feed areas, etc.; 
(f) test or experimental areas; 
(g) outgoing nuclear material storage; 
{h) waste disposal facilities; 
(i) analytical laboratory. 
16. ANNEX I 
GENERAL ARRANGEf,ffiNT OF THE INSTALLATION INCLUDING FEA'IURES RELATING TO 
MATERIAL ACCOUNTANCY, CONTAINMENT AND SURVEILLANCE 
Flow, Location and Handling of Nuclear Material 
11. Description by means of diagrams or otherwise of storage areas and 
process areas. The-description should include (if applicable) : 
(a) sampling and measuring points; 
(b) batch size and/or flow rate; 
(c) method of storage or packing; 
(d) storage capacities. 
12. In addition to 11 above, the description of the installation should 
include : 
(a) separation capacity 
(b) .enrichment techniques or methods; 
(c) possible points for feed, product and tails; 
(d) recycling facilities; 
(e) type and size of UF6 cylinders used and filling and emptying methods. 
13. Power consumption should be given, where necessary. 
14. Each diagram should indicate, under equilibrium conditions 
(a) nominal throughput per year; 
(b) physical inventor.y of in-process materials; 
(c) material loss rate owing to leakage, decompo~ition, 
deposition, etc.; 
(d) arrangements for regular plant maintenance 
(periodic shutdown or continuous component replacement, etc.) 
15. Describe special sampling and measurement points associated with 
decontamination of off-process plant for maintenace or replacement. 
16. Describe process waste disposal point, including disposal method, 
storage period, type of disposal, etc. 
17. ANNEX I 
· pescription of nuclear material 
17. Describe, by means of flowsheets or otherwise, the estimated flow and 
inventory of all nuclear material for storage and process areas. 
The description should include : 
(a) physical and chemical form; 
(b) enrichment range for feed, product and tails; 
(c) content range or expected upper limits for each category of 
solid or liquid discard·· material. 
NUCLEAR MATERIAL ACCOUNTANCY A1~) CONTROL 
18. Description of the accountancy system used to record and report 
accountancy data and to establish material balances, supplying specimen 
forms used in all procedures. 
19. Indicate when and how often material balances are made, including any 
during campaigns. Describe method and procedure for adjustment of 
accounts after plant inventory. 
::~0. DeHcribe procedure for handling shipper/receiver differences and method 
of adjustment of accounts. 
::~1. Describe procedure for making corrections to accounts due to 
procedural .. or clerical mistakes and the effect on shipper/receiver 
differences, if applicable. 
Physical Inventory 
2'2. Identify the i terns of equipnent on the flo,.rsheets of paragraphs 11 and 1? 
to be regarded as containers for nuclear material under physical'inventory 
conditions. State the timing of physical inventory taking. 
Methods for Heasurement, Samplin,c; and Analysis 
23. Refer to the flowsheets of paragraphs 11 and 17 for location of sampling 
and measurement points. 
18. 
24. Method of establishing each measurement at the point indicated should 
be described; equations or tables used and calculations made to determine 
actual quantities of weights or volumes should be identified. Recording 
of data automatically or manually should be stated. Method of and 
practical procedures for sampling for each point indicated should be 
described. Indicate number of samples taken and rejection criteria. 
25. Analytical methods used for accountancy purposes should be described. 
Reference m~ be made to a manual or report. 
Control of Measurement Accuracy 
26. Describe programmes for the continuous appraisal of weight, volume and 
sampling precisions and biases and for the calibration of associated 
equipnent. 
27. Describe type and quality of standards used for analytical methods 
referred to in paragraph 25, type of analytical equi~~ent used, method 
of calibration and frequency. 
Statistical Evaluation 
28. Describe statistical evaluation programmes for data accumulated in control 
programmes for weight, volume, sampling and analytical measurements 
(i.e. determination of the random and systematic errors of the measurements 
and associated limits of error); statistical methods used to combine 
individual measurement error estimates to obtain the overall limits of 
error for S/R differences, the book inventory, the physical inventory 
and MUF. 
OTHER INFORMATION NECESSARY FOR APPLICATION OF SAFEGUARDS 
29. Organisation of material accountancy and control. 
• 30. Information on the health and safety rules which have to be observed and 
with which the inspectors must comply at the installation. 
19. .AJ.1NEX I 
F. INSTALLATIONS USING NUCLEAR MAT.t:RIAL IN QUANTITIES EXCEEDING 
ONE EFFECTIVE KILOGRAM 
For any installation of a type not referred to in Sections A to E 
using more than one effective kilogram per annum, the questionnaire 
includes the following : 
- Identification of the installation 
- General arrangement of the installation, including features relating to 
material accountancy, containment and surveillance 
- Nuclear material control system, including techniques for physical 
inventory taking. 
- Information necessary for the application of safeguards. 
The information required under these headings is, as applicable, the same 
as described in the questionnaires for the types of installations coming 
under Sections c, D and E. 
' 
• 
• 
20. ANNEX I 
G. OTHER INSTALLATIONS ( * ) 
IDENTIFIC ·~TION OF THE: NUCLEAR MATERIAL 
1. Location, exact address with telephone and telex numbers 
2. Owner {legally responsible body or individual) 
3. Operator (legally responsible body or individual) 
4. T,ype of nuclear material 
5· Description of containers used for storage and handling (as required to 
explore the possibility of sealing) 
6. Description of the use of the nuclear material 
NUCLEAR MATERIAL ACCOUNTANCY AND CONTROL 
1. General description of the existing and proposed procedures for 
nuclear material accountancy and control, including procedures for 
physical inventory taking. 
8. Organisation of material accountancy and control. 
(*) The term "other" denotes all the installations not covered by 
questionnaires A to F, and where nuclear material in quantities not 
exceeding one effective kilogram is habitually used. 
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ANNEX II 
INVENTORY CHANGE REPORT 
EXPL.AlJATORY NOTES 
(1) Installation : 
Name and address of the reporting installation and, in the event 
of a transfer, name and address of the corresponding installation 
(receiver in the case of shipment and shipper in the case of 
receipt). 
(2) 1@.! : 
Code of the reporting material balance area. This code is notified 
to the installation concerned in the particular safeguards 
provisions. 
(3) ~: 
Day, month and year on which the change in inventory occurred. 
(4) IQ.IJP : 
-
Key measurement point. The codes are notified to the installation 
concerned in the particular safeguo,rds provisions. ¥ne code 
·-
relevant to the inventory change reported shoUld be used. 
-3 -- ANNEX II 
_(5) · Measurement 
The basis on loJ"hich the quantity of nuclear material reported vlaS 
established has to be indicated. One of the folloloJ'ing codes must 
be used as appropriate : 
Measured Estimated 
M E 
N F 
T G 
L H 
Explanation 
In the reporting material 
balance area 
In another IT~terial balance 
area 
In the reporting material 
balance area v1hen the v1eight s 
have already been given in a 
previous inventory change report 
or physical inventory listing. 
In another material balance 
area when the vleight s have 
already been given in a previous 
inventory change report or 
physical inventory listing for 
the present material balance 
area. 
• 
" 
-4- ANNEX II 
(6) !Ype of Inv. Change : 
The type of inventory change must be reported • 
One of the following codes must be used : 
KeYI·mrd Code 
Receipt RD 
Import RF 
Receipt from non- RN 
safegQarded activity 
Shipment SD 
Export SF 
Shipment to non- SN 
safeguarded activity 
Explanation 
Receipt of nuclear material from a 
material balance area within the 
Community. 
Import of nuclear material from 
outside the Community. 
Receipt of nuclear material fron a 
non-safeguarded (permitted military) 
activity (Art. 35 of this Regulation). 
Transfer of nuclear material to a 
mat erial balance area lvi thin the 
Community. 
Export of nuclear material outside 
the Community. 
Transfer of nuclear material to a 
non-safeguarded (permitted military) 
activity (Art.· 35 of this Regulati01:). 
--··;..5 
Keyword 
Measured disc:.rds 
Transfer to 
retained 1-m.st e 
Code 
LD 
TVl 
ANNEX II 
Explanation 
Quantity of nuclear material, 
measured or estimated on the basis 
of measurements, \'lhich has been 
disposed of from processing in such 
a lvay that it is not suitable for 
further nuclear use. The quantity of 
nuclear material involved is to be 
subtracted from the inventory of the 
material balance area. 
Quantity of waste, measured or 
estimated of the basis of measurements, 
lihich has been transferred to a 
specific location within the material 
balance a.rea, from which it could be 
retrieved. The quantity of nuclear 
material involved is to be subtracted 
.. 
Keyword 
Retransfer from 
retained \iast e 
Discard from 
retained waste 
Code 
Frl 
rlD 
-6 - ANNEX II 
Explanation 
from the inventory of the material 
balance area. (Retained waste is 
understood to include nuclear 
material which is regarded 
economically irrecoverable by 
-c~rent technology). 
Retransfer of a quantity of nuclear 
material :from the retained \iaste 
category to the inventory of the 
material balance area. This applies 
whenever nuclear material in the 
retained waste category is removed 
from the specific location within 
the material balance area either 
for processing at the material 
balance area or for shipment from 
the material balance area. 
Transfer of a quantity of nuclear 
material from the retained waste 
category to measured discards. Tnis 
inventory change replaces the two 
inventory changes "Retransfer from 
retained waste ( P/'1)" and "Measured 
discards (LD)". The quantity of 
Keyword 
Accidental loss 
Exemptiol'l 
De-exemption 
- 7- ANNEX II 
Code Explanation 
nulcear material involved does not 
affect the inventor,y of the material 
balance area. 
--- ~- ~ ~-~-~··-··~--··-- .... -·--··-- .. 
------------ ·----
---- -----------~---· ~-
- ----- ------- -----
------- --
---- ---- -------------
------ --------·-- --
LA 
EU 
DU 
----- ----- ----------
---- - --- -
Irretrievable and inadvertent loss 
of a knovm quantity of nuclear 
material as the result of an 
operational accident. 
Exemption of a quantity of nuclear 
material from declaration (Art. 22 
of this Regulation). The quantity of 
I 
nuclear material involved i.s to be· 
subtracted from the inventory of the 
material.balance area. 
De-exemption of a quantity of nuclear 
material previously exempted from 
declaration (Art. 22 of this 
Regulation). The quantity of nuclear 
material involved is to be added to 
Keyword Code 
Category change· cc 
Rebatching RB 
Change in CR 
particula~ obligation 
Change in use cu 
- 8-
Explanation 
the inventory of the material 
balance area. 
ANNEX II 
Accountancy transfer of a quantity 
of nuclear material from one category 
(Art. 21 of this Regulation) to 
another. 
Accountancy transfer of a quantity 
of nuclear material from one batch 
to another. To be used only if batch-
follow-up is required in the 
particular safeguards provisions. 
Accountancy transfer of a quantity 
of nuclear material from one 
particular safeguards obligation. 
(Art. 20 of this Regulation), to 
which the nuclear material is subject 
to another. 
Accountancy transfer of a quantity 
of nuclear material from one use, 
(Art. 9 of this Regulation), to 
which the material is declared, to 
another. 
- 9-
Keyv10rd Code 
Nuclear transformation NT 
Shipper/recei~er 
difference 
New measlll'ement 
Roundings 
DI 
NM 
RA 
ANNEX II 
Explanation 
Increase or decrease in the quantity 
of nuclear material due to nuclear 
transformation, e.g. by fission, 
capture or radioactive decay. 
Shipper/receiver difference (Art.36u 
of this Regulation). 
Quantity of nuclear material 
accounted for in the material balance 
area being the difference betvreen a 
newly measured quantity and the 
quantity formerly accounted for, and 
which is neither a shipper/receiver 
difference nor a correction. 
(Information under this heading -vrill 
include differences resulting from 
pnysical inventories taken by the , 
plant operator for this own purposes). 
Rounding adjustment to make the sum of 
rounded quantities reported in a 
given period coincide with the ending 
book inventory of the material 
balance area, if appropriate. 
Keyword 
Ending book 
inventory 
No change 
( 7) Corresponding 1-ffiA : 
Code 
BA 
nc 
- 10- ANNEX II 
Explanation 
Book inventory at the end of a month, 
separate for each category of nuclear 
material. 
No inventory change during the nonth. 
For certain inventory changes listed below, the code of the 
corresponding material balance area must be reported. 
a) Receipt (RD) : 
Code of the shipping material balance area. 
b) Imnort (RF) : 
Code of the exporting material balance area (if urucnovm, the 
country code of the exporting state is sufficient). 
c) Shipment (SD) : 
Code of the receiving material balance area. 
d) Export (~) : 
Code of the importing material balance area (if unknovm, the 
country code of the importing state is sufficient). 
- 11- .A:N'NEX II 
(8) Batch Designation : 
The batch designation may be chosen by the operator, however 
a) In the· case of the inventory change "Receipt (RD)", the batch 
designation chosen by the shipper must be usedJ 
b) A batch designation must not be used again for another batch 
in the same material balance area. 
c) If batch-follow-up i.s required in the particular safeguards 
provisions, the same batch designation as previously accounted 
for for that batch must be used. No two batches with the same 
batch designation must exist at the same time in the material 
balance area (the h~tch designation can be changed in this case 
using the inventory change "Rebatching (RB) 11 ). 
(9) Number of Items 1 
The number of similar items of "1hich the batch consists must be 
reported. If an inventory change consist~ of several entry lines, 
the number of items in the batch is given by the sum of the number 
of items in the single entry lines. 
For concise notes consisting of several entry lines, these columns 
should be used for numbering in sequential order, see (24). 
- 12- ANNEX II 
(10) Material Description : 
The follooring codes must be used. They must be used in the order 
· of the follo1ring categories : 
(a) Form (Columns 32 and 33) : 
Main category Sub-category Code 
ores OR 
concentrates YC 
uranium hexafluoride (UF6) U6 
uranium tetrafluoride (UF4) U4 
solutions nitrate LN 
fluoride LF 
other LO 
powder homogeneous PH 
heterogeneous PN 
ceramics pellets CP 
spheres cs 
other co 
metal pure NP 
alloys JM 
fuel rods, pins ER 
plates EP 
:~-.. 
bundles EB 
assemblies EA 
other EO 
sealed sources 
-
QS 
·-
Main category 
small quantities, 
samples 
scrap 
solid waste 
liquid liaste 
- 13- ANNEX II 
Sub-category 
homogeneous 
heterogeneous (cleanouts, 
Code 
ss 
SH 
clinkers, sludges, fines, SN 
other) 
hulls 
mixed (plastics, gloves, 
papers, etc.) 
AH 
contaminated equipment AC 
low active 
medium active 
high active 
(b) Type of container or fuel element (column 34) : 
Type of container Code 
cylinder c 
-pack p 
drum D 
discrete fuel unit s 
bird cage B 
bottle F 
tank or other container T 
other 0 
-14- ANNEX II 
{c) State of nuclear material (column 35) : 
State Code 
fresh nuclear material F 
irradiated nuclear material I 
retained l"m.st e W 
irrecoverable material N 
recoverable material R 
(11) Element : 
The folloHing categories of nuclear material must be used 
Category Code 
Depleted uranium D 
Natural urani urn N 
Lo\'1' enriched urani urn L 
(up to and including 
20% enrichBent) 
High enriched uranium H 
(above 20% enrichment) 
Plutonium p 
Thorium T ;":-. 
If a batch contains more than one category of nuclear material, 
separate entry lines must be used for each category. 
- 15- ANNEX II 
(12) Weight of Element : 
The weight of the element referred to in (11) must be reported. 
The follouing units should be used : at least grams of plutonium 
and enriched uranium, at least kilograms of thorium, natural 
uranium and depleted uranium. Nevertheless, the decimal digits 
appearing in the accounting records could be reported. In the 
case of the inventory changes "l:Tuclear Transformation (NT)", 
"Shipper/receiver difference (DI)", "New Heasurement (ID-1:)" and 
"Roundings (IiA), the quantities decreasing the inventory must 
be marked Hith a minus in front of the figure. 
(13) ~ 
The unit of the \"'eight of element must be identified if it is 
different from the standard units indicated in (12). Use the 
code K for kilograms or the code G for grams. 
(14) Isotope : 
This code indicates the kind of fissile isotopes involved and 
should only be reported in the case tlie weight of fissile isotopes 
is reported. The following codes should be used : 
Code 
G 
K 
J 
Explanation 
u- 235 
u - 233 
U - 235 plus U - 233 
.": .. 
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(15) Weight of Fissile Isotopes : 
Unless othenrl.se stated in the partioular safeguards provisions, 
the weight of fissile isotopes must only be reported for enriched 
uranium and. category changes involving enriched uranium. The same 
unit as for the corresponding Height of element should be used. 
The remarks under (12) concerning the sign of the figure apply also 
here. 
{16) lliii : 
The unit of the weight of f;i.ssile isotopes must be identified if 
it is different from the standard units indicated in (15). Use the 
code K for kilograms or the code G for grams. 
(17) Obligation 
Indication c~ the particular safeguards obligation assumed by the 
Community or by a Member State under an agreement concluded vri.th a 
third state or an international organisation, to 'Hhich the nuclear 
material is subject (Art.20 of this Regulation). The-Coffimi~sion 
----.-- --- --- ~-- -
-- conuri:unicafes to the installations the corresponding codes and 
their eventual modifications. 
- 17- ANNEX II 
(18) ~ : 
Indication, by means of a two character code, of the use of 
the nuclear material - - - --- (Art. 9 of this 
-- -·-- --· ------ -· -- -· ------ ---- ------·- --
Regulation). The indication of the use is mandatory only for 
transfers into and out of an installation (Art. 14 of this Regulation), 
The code to be applied should be defined by the installation con-
cerned under the follmving conditions 
a) All nuclear materials affected to the same use nmst be 
identified by the same code; 
b) The significance of a code which is used for the first time 
must be communicated to the Commission in advance; 
c) Different uses must be identified by means of different codes; 
d) If, \Yithin the same installation, the nuclear material is 
affect-ed to another USE~ than previously reported, this Change has 
to be accounted for by means of the inventory change "Change in 
use (CU)". 
.. 
• 
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{19) ~orrespondin~ Infor~~tion : 
For certain inventory changes listed below, corresponding 
information must be reported • 
a) Category chanP,e (cc) : 
ANNEX II 
Code of the category of nuclear material before the change. 
(The corresponding code after the change must be reported 
in (11)). 
b) Ch2.nge in ;particular oblir;cdion ( CR) : 
Code of the particular safe~~rds obligation, to which the 
nuclear material is subject, before the change. (The correspondinc 
code after the change must be reported in (17)). 
c) Change in use (cu) : 
Code of the use, to 1mich the nuclear material l·Ja,s affect_ed, 
before the change. (The corresponding code after the change 
must be reported in (18)). 
d) Rebatching (RB) : 
Batch designation before rebatching which applies'only if 
batch-follorl-up is required in the particular safeguards 
_provisions and the operator wishes to change an existing 
batch designation. (The batch designation after the rebatching 
must be reported in ( 8)). 
- 19- ANNEX II 
(20) Entry : 
This column is provided solely for the indication of particular 
entry lines and must be completed only in the following cases : 
Code E..'Cplana t ion 
I The entry line contains the isotopic 
composition, see (23). 
N The entry line contains a concise 
note, see (24). 
(21) Correction : 
Corrections have to be performed by deleting the v~ong entry 
line( s) and adding the correct one( s). The follovri.ng codes must 
be used : 
Code Explanation 
D Deletion. The entry line to be deleted 
must be repeated in its entirety (up to 
and including column 73), except (3) 
l-lhich must contain the date on 1·1hich the 
the deletion was accounted for. 
A Addition. The correct entry line must be 
reported in its entirety (up to and in-
eluding column 73). In (3), the date on 
which the addition l"W .. s accounted for, 
must be reported. 
----------------------------------------------------------------.~.;~ 
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(22) Original fute : 
In the case of a correction, the day, month and year, on uhich 
the entry line to be corrected was originally accounted for, 
• 
must be reported. 
(23) Isotopic Data : 
If so specified in the particular safeguards provisions, the 
percentage by weight of the isotopes should be reported. An 
accuracy of at least tvm decimal places is required. The 
information in (2) to (4), (6) and (8) to (11) of the entry 
line, to l'ihich the isotopic data refer, must be repeated in the 
relevant columns of this entry line. 
(24) Concise }Totes : 
An explanation of an inventory change should be given (Art. 15 
of this Regulation). The information in (2) to (6), (8), (10) 
and (11) of the entry line, to which the concise note refers, 
must be repeated in the relevnnt columns of this entry line. 
Concise notes can also be reported under (25) or as a separate 
I 
letter. 
( 25) Rer12.rks : 
Space available to the operator. 
- 21- ANNEX II 
General remarks concerning the completion of the report forms : 
1.) In the case of transfer of nuclear material, the shipper must 
provide the receiver with all the necessary information for the 
inventory change report. 
2.) In the cases referred to in \19)? the differences are 
reported directly in a single entry line (Direct Accounting). 
However, the operator is free to report additional information 
as line entries for example to show the derivation of these 
differences provided that ··he codes this information in an 
agreed manner. 
3.) All the appropriate columns should be completed. The information 
should be entered. in the correct spaces. 
4.) If the Commission has so agreed, reports may be produced by 
computer and may be sent to the Commission in computer readable 
form, provided that all the information required by this 
Regulation is included. in them. 
- 22- ANNEX: II 
5.) If numerical data contain fractions of units, the decimal 
point should be used to separate the decimal places. 
6.) The following 54 characters may be used : the 26 capital 
letters A to z, figures 0 to 9 and the characters "plus", 
"minus", "slash", "asterisk", "space", "equal", 'greater than", 
"less than", "point", "comma", "open bracket", "close bracket", 
"colon", "dollar", "percent", "quotation mark", "semi colon" 
and "question mark". The letter 0 should be slashed to avoid 
confusion with the figure o. 
7.) Pursuant to Art. 79 of the Treaty, those subject to safeguards 
requirements shall notify the authorities of the Member State 
concerned of any c:ommunications they make to the Conunission 
pursuant to that Article. 
8.) The forms, duly completed and signed, should be forr~rded to 
the Commission of the European Communities, Euratom Safeguards 
Directorate, "Jean :Monnet" building, Kirchberg, Luxembourg, 
(Grand Duchy of Luxembourg). 
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ANNEX III 
liiATERIAL BALANCE REPORT 
EXPLANATORY NOTES 
(1) Installation : 
Name and address of the reporting installation. 
(2) Start of Reporting Period : 
Date on Hhich the reporting period starts, i.e., at 00.00 hrs 
the day after the end of the previous reporting period (the day 
the previous material balance report 1.m.s dral'm up). 
( 3) Ca.,t egor;z 
Category of nuclear material, for which the material balance 
report is established. 
(4) MBA : 
-
Code of the reporting material balance area. This code is 
notified to the installation concerned in the particular safe-
guards provisions. 
(5) ~: 
Day, month and year on which the material balance report was 
drawn up. The reporting period closes at ·24.00 hrs on that date. 
(6) Inventory Information : 
The different types of inventory information should be entered, 
if appropriate, in the sequence indicated belO\ia The follo'l·rlng 
--codes must be used : 
.. 
-~ 
• 
Key\'mrd 
Beginning physical 
inventory 
Inventory changes 
(for codes see (6) 
of explanatory notes 
to Annex II of this 
Regulation) 
Ending book 
inventory 
Ending physical 
inventory 
Material 
unaccounted for 
( 7) Element : 
Code 
PB 
BA 
PE 
MF 
-3- ANNEX III 
Explanation 
Physical inventory at the beginning 
of the reporting period. 
For each type of inventory change, 
one consolidated entry line has to 
be made for the entire reporting 
period (first increases, then 
decreases). 
Book inventory at the end of the 
reporting period. 
Physical inventory at the end of 
the reporting period. 
Material unaccounted for. Must 
be calculated as "Ending physical 
inventory (PE)" r:1inus ''Ending book 
inventory (BA)". 
Separate material balance reports have to be established for each 
category of nuclear material. The codes given in (ll) of the 
explanatory notes to Annex II of this Regulation must be used. 
• 
-4- .ANNEX III 
(8) to (12) : 
Explanatory notes (12), (13), (14), (15) and (16) to Annex II 
of this Regulation are applicable. 
(13) Correction : 
Corrections have to be performed by deleting the "'·lTong entry 
line( s) and adding the correct one( s). The f ollouing codes 
must be used : 
Code Explanation 
D Deletion. The entry line to be deleted nust be 
repeated in its entirety (up to and including 
column 73). 
A 
(14) Remarks : 
Addition. T'ne correct entry line must be 
reported in its entirety (up to and including 
column 73). 
Space available to the operator. 
General .remarks concerning the connletion of the renort forns 
General remarks 3.), 4.), 5.), 6.), 7.) and 8.) at the end of the 
explanatory notes to JU1nex II of this Regulation are applicable 
mutatis mutandis. 
..;. 
.. 
... ~ 
OOMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES - EURATOM SAFEGUARDS 
PHYSICAL INVENTORY LISTING 
(1) INSTALLATION ...... , ••• , , , ••••••••••• , ••••• , ... , •••• , , •• 
I §1 I... 1\"' ~~1 [' -~ .., rl P-4 :,._, •P =··_ "I Batch llu;~ber of r.:atcrial . ~ rleight of Elemen·t ::.: .s \Ieight of Fissile :::: ~ ~ g Rema.rks ~-; 2 "' . s::: 0 s::: • .., ::> " 
'i -~ Desicnation Items 1Descr.i.ptlDr1;;1 :;:,1 ~ Isotopes ::> :; 8 :-t"~i Ia) (7) I (8) :q) (lo) DllY12 (1~) :v,·tt5 (16) 7) (18) 
·~h :::lz:\::2\n\~'1<~ 1 -<6!:7 zs[:-JJ:x>\J\ 3zl:nj:1-!j::•l26 37!3~\3ai«JI•+z!4+414s 46147 ~o+~\~ls,j·.z[sJ[s~\ss[sG 57"'' sslb<l 74 
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I 
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ANNEX IV 
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! 
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Date and Place of !IM!o and Position of 
Dinpatch of fleport ••''''''' ••'''' ''''''''' ''' '' ••• Responsible Signatory '''' '''' '''''''' ''''''' '''' Sign.ature •••• , . , ••• , , •••••••••••• , •••• 
.... 
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ANNEX IV 
.. 
PHYSICAL INVEN'IDRY LISTING 
EXP LANA 'ID RY 1TO'IE S 
(1) Installation : 
Name and address of the reporting installation. 
(2) MBA : 
Code of the reporting material balance area. This code is notified 
to the installation concerned in the particular safeguards 
provisions. 
(3) ~ 
Tialf, month and year on which the physical inventory was t~~en 
reflecting the situation at 24.00 hrs. This date must be the 
same as that on vJhich the corresponding material balance report 
was drat-m up. 
(4) lOW 
-- ' 
Key measurement point. The codes are notified to the installation 
concerned in the particular safegua~ds provisions. 
Explanatory note ( 5) to Annex II of-this Regula+.ion is applicable. 
• 
(6) 
-3- ANNEX: TV 
Batch Designation : 
If batch-follow-up is required in the particular safeguards 
provisions, the batch designation previously accounted for 
for that batch in an inventory change report or in a previous 
physical inventory listing must be used. 
(7) to (16) : 
Explanatory notes (9), (10), (11), (12), (13), (14), (15), (16), 
(17) and (18) to Annex II of this Regulation are applicable. 
(17) Correction : 
Corrections have to be performed by deleting the ~~ong entry 
line(s) and adding the correct one(s). The following codes must 
be usecl : 
Code 
D 
A 
( 18) Remarks : 
Explanation 
Deletion. ~ne entry line to be deleted must be 
repeated in its entirety (up to and including 
column 73). 
Addition. ~ne correct entry line must be reported 
in its entirety (up to and including column 73). 
Space available to the operator. 
- 4- ANNEX IV 
General remarks concerning the cor.mletion of the renort forr.1s : 
If on the date the physical inventory vas taken there is no 
nuclear material in the material balance area, only (1), (2), 
(3) and (9) above should be completed on the report. 
General remarks 3.), 4.), 5.), 6.), 7.) and 8.) at the end of 
the explanatory notes to Annex II of this Regulation are 
applicable mutatis mutandis. 
.. 
~NNEX V 
COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN CQT.TI.IUNITIES 
EURATOM SAFEGUARDS 
AJJVANCE NOTIFICATION OF EXPORTS OF NUCLEAR HATERIAL 
(2) Installation 
(Shipper) 
. 
. 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
(1) Haterial balance area 
Code . . •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Installation 
(Receiver) 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
(3) Quantities . . 
• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
(4) Chemical composition . . ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
(5) Enrichment or isotopical composition . . . ............................ . 
(6) Physical form . . • ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
(7) Number of items . . • ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
(8) Description of containers and seals •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
(9) Shipment identification data . . • •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
(10) Means of transport ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
(11) Location 1-1here material will be stored or prepared . . . ............. . 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
(12) Last date when material can be j_dentified ••••••••••••••e••••••••• 
(13) Approxinate dates of dispatch . . • ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Expected dates of arrival . . ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••~~•, eo•••••• 
(14) Use . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~ .. ~ «- • 0 •••••• 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -~. ) •• .1' " <} ••••••••••• 
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(15) International Agreement ···································~······ 
-Commission authorization : ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Intervention of Supply Agency : •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Name and position of responsible signatory 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Date and place of dispatch : 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Signature . . •••••••••••••••••••••••••o•••• 
• 
- 3- AlOO..:X: V 
EXPLANATORY NOTES 
(1) Code of the reporting material balance area notified to the installation con-
cerned in the particular safeguards provisions. 
(2) Name, address and country of the installe.tion shipping and of the installation 
receiving the nuclear material. In the ca,se of export out of the United Kingdon, 
the receiver of ultimate destination shou~d also be indicated '\·there applicable. 
{3) The total weight of the elements shall be identified in kg for natural and 
depleted uranium and for thorium, and in g for enriched uranium and plutonium. 
The weight of fissile isotopies shall be identified, if applicable. 
(4) Chemical composition shall be identified. 
(5) If applicable, the degree of enrichment or the isotopic composition shall be 
identified. 
(6) Use the description of materials as laid out in Annex II (10) of this 
Regulation. 
( 7) The number of i terns included in the shipment shall be identified. 
(8) Description (type) of containers, including features that 1·10uld. permit 
(9) Shipment identification data (e.g. container markings or numbers). 
(10) Indicate, as applicable, the means of transport. 
1 . sea-'-u:g. 
(11) Indicate the location •vithin the material balance area v1here the nuclear 
material is prepared for shipping and can be identified, and >vhere its quantity 
and composition can if possible be verified. 
(12) Last date when material can be identified and vrhen its quantity and comporji~ ion 
can if possible be verified. 
{13) Approximate dates of dispatch and of expected arrival at desti~tion. 
(14) Indicate the use to \vhich the nuclear rraterial has been affected, 
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(15) Give in particular as appropriate : 
- the agreement concluded by the Community with a Non-Member State or an 
international organisation, or the agTeement concluded by a Member State 
with a Non-Member State under which the material is transferred; 
- the Commission authorization under Article 59 of the Euratom Treaty; 
- the date on \'l'hich the contract was concluded or considered as concluded. 
by the Supply Agency and any useful references; 
-for jobbing contracts (Article 75 of the Euratom Treaty) and for contracts 
for the supply of small quantities of material (Article 74 of the 
Euratom Treaty and Commission Regulation No. 17/66), date of notification 
to the Agency and any useful references. 
!kl!• : Pursuant to Article 79 of the Treaty, those subject to safeguard 
requirements shall notify the authorities of the Member State concerned 
of any communications they make to the Commission pursuant to that Article. 
This form, duly completed and signed, must be forvJarded to the Commission 
of the European Communities, Euratom Safeguards Directorate, "Jean Monnet" 
building, Kirchberg, Luxembourg, (Grand Duchy of Luxembourg) o 
""·"' 
• 
ANNEX V I 
COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN COliMUNITIES 
EURATOM SAFEGUARDS 
A.DVAJiTCE NOTJFICATION OF HlPORTS OF :NUCLEAR I~IATERIALS 
(1) ~aterial balance area 
Code •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
(2) Installation : 
(Receiver) 
Installation 
(Shipper) 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ···································~~ 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• . .............. ················~···· 
(3) Quantities . . •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • •: ceu6••••••• 
(4) Chemical composition : •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••o~•~~~••· 
(5) Enrichment or isotopic composition : ••••••••••••••c;••••••••~ •• 
(6) Physical form : •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
(7) Number of items : •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••o•~· 
(8) Description of containers and seals . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ;· 
·····················································~ 
( 9) Means of transport . 
• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
"~ ..... 
(10) Date of arrival . . 
~ 2- ANNEX VI 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
(11) Location 1-1here materials will be unpacked ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
(1:~) Date(s) Hhen material i-lill be unpacked 1 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
(13) - International agreement . • ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
- Intervention of Supply Agency ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Name and position of responsible signatory : 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
D:tte c:md place of disp2.tch 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Signature : •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
• 
(1) 
(2) 
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EXPLANATORY NOTES 
Code of the reporting material balance area notified to the installation 
concerned in the particular safeguards provisions. 
Name, address and country of the installation receiving and of the installatio 
shipping the nuclear material. 
(3) The total vreight of the elements shall be identified in kg for natural and 
depleted uranium and for thorium, and in g for enriched uranium and plutonium. 
The weight of fissile isotopes shall be identified if applicable. 
(4) Chemical composition shall be identified. 
(5) If applicable, the degree of enrichment or the isotopic composition shall be 
identified. 
( 6) Use the description of materials as laid out in Annex II (10) of this Regulatioll. 
(7) ~~e number of items included in the shipment shall be identified. 
(8) Description (type) of containers, and if possible, of the seals affixed. 
(9) Indicated as applicable, the means of transport. 
(10) Expected or actv.al date of arrival in the reportir!g material balance area. 
(11) Indicate the location vlithin the material balance aree. where the material 1'1ill 
be unpacked and can be identified and where its quantity and composition can 
be verified. 
(12) Date(s) when material vlill be unpacked. 
-4- ANNEX VI 
{13) Give in particular as appropriate : 
- the agreement concluded by the Community l-rlth a Non-Member State or an 
international organisation, or the agreement concluded by a :Member State 
with a Non-l•Iember State ·under which the material is transferred ; 
- the date on which the contract was concluded or considered as concluded 
by the Supply Agency and any useful references; 
-for jobbing contracts {Article 75 of the Euratom Treaty) and for contracts 
for the supply of small quantities of material {Article 74 of the Euratom 
Treaty and Commission Regulation No. 17/66), date of notification to the 
Agency and any useful references. 
~· : Pursuant to Article 79 of the Treaty, those subject to safeguard requirements 
shall notify the authorities of the Member State concerned of an:y communication: 
they make to the Commission pursuant to that Article. 
This form, duly completed and signed, must be forwarded to the Commission of 
the European Communities, Euratom Safeguards Directorate, "Jean Monnet" 
building, Kirchberg, Luxembou:rg, (Grand Duchy of Luxembourg). 
' 
(2) 
(3) 
ANNEX V I I 
COlll'.'IISSIOH OF THE EUROPEAN COT.TI'.'IUNITIES 
EURATOM SAFEGUARDS 
(1) Declaration of ore shipments/exports 
Undertaking : •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
111i.ne : ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• (4) Code : ••••••••••••••••• 
Year : ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Quantity contained in kg 
Date Consignee Remarks 
of uraniUm 
' 
of thorium 
--
. 
I 
Date and place of dispatch Name and position of signatory : 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Signattire .•................... 
- 2- ANN~ VII 
EXPLANNrORY NOTES 
(1) The declaration of shipments is to be made at the latest at the end of 
Januar;y of each year for the previous year separately for each cons~ee. 
The declaration of export is to be made for each export at the date of 
shipment. 
(2) Name and address of the reporting undertaking. 
(3) Name of the mine in respect of which the declaration is made. 
(4) Code of the mine as notified to the undertcl~ing by the Commission. 
~· Pursuant to P~ticle 79 of the Treaty, those subject to safeguards 
requirements stall notify the authorities of the Member State concerned 
of any communications they make to the Commission pursuant to that 
Article. 
This form, duly completed and signed, must be forv~arded to the Commission 
of the European Communities, Euratom Sd'egu.ards Directorate, "Jean loionnet" 
building, Kirchberg, Luxembourg, (Grand Duchy of Luxembourg) • 
. ._ .. 
V I I I 
EUR_\ TOT.T S!Ji'~GU .l\..c'{:DS 
(1) Date . . • ••••••••••••••••• 
(2) Installation ••••••••••••••• (3) ~l~terial balance area 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • Code . . • •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
(4) Quanti ties .............................................................. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
(5) Cate5ory of rr.atcrial .... ~ ............................................... . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . "' ............................... . 
(6) Chemical composition .................................................... 
( 7) Enrichrnent or isotopical composition .................................... 
(G) P'nysical form 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
(9) liumber of items . . . ....................................................... . 
(10) LocD.tion uhere material is noH present 
(11) Reason . . a) sensing components 
b) Pu Hi th Pu-238 ) 80 5i 
c) non-nuclec..r activities 
.................................. 
(12) Inten&ed use .... -....................................................... . 
(13) 
(14) 
Particular oblisdtion . . 
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• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Approximate date of transfer •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Date and place ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1-lame_and position of responsible signatory : ••••••• •••• •• ••••••• • •• • • • • • 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Signature ............................... 
E~emption granted as above 
Date ................................................................ ". 
llame and position of--re~porisible granting : ........ --. ··-........•............ 
' 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Signature ............................. ". 
(l!,or the Commission)-. 
l 
-3- ANNEX VIII 
EXPLANATORY NOTES 
· (1) Date on l'lhich the exemption is requested. 
(2) Name, address and country of the installation requesting the exemption. 
(3) Code of the --reque~tl.ng material balance area notified -tc· the installation 
_A:rl the pa.I'i;icular safeguards provisions. 
(4) Total weight of the elements in kg for natural and depleted uranium and 
thorium, and in g for enriched uranium and plutonium. \'Ieight of fissile 
isotopes, if applicable. 
(5) Categories of materials as laid do\m in Annexe II (ll)of t~is Regul~tion.• 
(6) Chemical composition shall be identified. 
(7) Degree of enricQment or isotopic composition, if applicable. 
(8) Description of materials as laid do1m in Annexe II (1C5)of this Regulation. 
(9) Humber of items constituting the materials. 
(10) Location 1dthin the material balance area where the nucle0r material is 
now stored. 
(11) Delete the reasons uhich do not apply. 
(12) Indication of the use to which the nuclear material requested for exemption 
is affected. ~---­
------ -- -------- ----·---- ---
(13) Indication of p2.rticular -safeguards _ oblication to Hhich the -nuclear -material 
is subject~ if applicable. Use the codifi~t-ion as laid. doim- in--Annex II -(17)_-
gf this Regulation. _ 
(14) The approximate date of transfer out of the rraterial be,lance area (for 
sensing compone~ts) or transfer to non-nuclear use shall be given,- if 
.•_._ 
applicable. 
VI I I a 
COI1<ITSSIOlT OF THE ElffiOJ-S!I\.:LT COI.JILJ1JITI~S 
EUR.ATOI.I SJ-'.FEGUARDS 
I>I,;..EXEJ,JPTION OF JWCLEAR MATERIAL PREVIOUSLY 1..:XEl\1PTED FROl:~ DECLARATION 
(1) Dnte . . •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
(2) Installation . . ••••••••••••••• ( 3) Nat erial balance area 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ·code . . •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
(4) Quantities ............................................................ , .. 
(5) Category of materic:,ls ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
('6) Cherracal composition 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
( 7) l!.:r..richment or isotopice,l composition . 
····•··•·•·•······•···•··············· 
(8) Physical form 
(9) lru ... ~ber of items 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
. 
. . ........ , ............................................... . 
(10) Location Hhere material is noH present . . . ................................ . 
(11) D2.te o:f de-e:cemption 
(12) E~:enption e,Tanted on . . 
.................................................... 
. .................................................. . 
( 13) Intended use . . 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Date and place . . ~·············••#••······································· 
Name and position of responsible signator~ . 
• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
...•••....•..........•..................•.................................. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
., 
-2- AliliEX VIII a 
EXPLAlifATORY NOTES 
(1) Date on lvhich the de-exemption is communicated. 
(2) Name, address and country of the installation communicating the de-
exemption. 
(3) Code of the communicating material balance area notified to the install~tiol 
concerned in the particular safeguards provisions. 
(4) Total vTeight of the elements in kg for natural and depleted uranium and 
thorium, and in g for enriched uranium and plutoniur:1. Height of the 
fissile isotopes, if applicable. 
(5) Categories of materials as laid do1·m in Annex II (1~) of this Reg1.llatioYJ.. 
{6) CheTiical composition shall be identified. 
(?{ Degree of enrichment or isotopic composition, if applicable. 
( 8) Description of materials as laid do-.;m in Annex II ( 10) of this RegulatioYJ.. 
(9) The number of items constituting the materials. 
(10) Location Hithin the material balance area uhere the nuclear material is 
now stored. 
{11) Date from which de-exemption shall be applied. 
(12) Date on uhich exer:Jption from declarations in respect of the nuclear 
material in question had been granted. 
(13) Indication of the use to which the nuclear material is affected. 
; . 
( 
ANNEX IX 
coma:ssrou O'lt' THE E1JROPEA.-.W cor:rnmrrTIES 
EURATOli SAFEGUARDS 
GUID~LilTES FOR TH.S COKI-lillTIGATIOl·T Oii' '11-IE OUTLIJiJE PROGR!\.niE OF 
ACTIVITTE;s \"liTH ~'FEREJJCE TO A.'tTICLE 6 OF 'I'HIS REGULA'l1ION 
Communications should, if possible, cover the succeeding two 
years. 
In particular, communications should indicate : 
• types of operations e.g. proposed campaigns with indication of type 
and quantity of fuel elements to be fabricat~d or reprocessed, enrich-
ment programmes, reactor operating programmes, vli th planned shutdo1ms; 
- expected schedule of arrival of materials, stating the anount of 
material per batch, the form (UF 6 , uo2, ne,,r or irradiated fuels etc.) 
expected type of container of packaging; 
- dates by lJhich quantity of material in products is expected to be 
determined an~ dates of dispatch; 
• dates and dvxation of physical inventory taking. 
